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Our Story
Active Healthcare is here to help you 
provide unparalleled retirement living 
to meet the present and future needs 
of your residents. 

This Aged Care Guide showcases our 
commitment to our mission of caring 
about people being active. Helping 
you is an integral part of our “why”– 
and a family legacy, passed down for 
three generations. 

Selwyn James Bishop founded Active 
Rehabilitation Equipment in 1990 out 
of a small cottage in Princes St, and is 
now led by his son Nick Bishop and 
grandsons Mark and Edward Bishop. 
The family has discovered a specialty 
in premium product solutions, where 
innovation meets tradition and legacy. 

Understanding what matters most to 
people for over 33 years means the 

family have fine-tuned a selection 
of the very best in patient transfer, 
pressure care, hygiene and bedroom 
furniture. Only selecting the very best 
products for quality, innovation and 
wellbeing outcomes. 

Active Heatlhcare care’s about people 
being active, and is committed to 
providing solutions that will move you. 

Enjoy life, keep active 
Bishop Family

More than great products, we deliver full service, 
customisation, education and on-going support. 

Exceptional Service
For the lifetime of the product 

you can contact us for support. 
We ensure large equipment is 
delivered by our team and set 
up safely, used correctly for 

your client so you’re 
confident with it.

Award Winning Solutions
Active Healthcare exclusively 

selects premium solutions, 
we are dedicated to supplying the 

highest quality products from 
well-respected brands.

Premium Products
At Active Healthcare we believe that 
you should have access to the best 
because we genuinely care about 
you and your clients being safe, 

healthy and active.

Sustainability Focus
We only work with sustainable 

brand partners in order to reduce 
environmental impacts.
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Head Office 
and Warehouse 

Auckland | Tāmaki Makaurau

Office and 
Distribution Centre 
Tauranga

Office and Distribution Centre 
Christchurch | Ōtautahi

Distribution Centre 
Wellington | Te Whanganui-a-Tara

Distribution Centre 
Nelson | Whakatū

Distribution Centre 
Invercargill | Waihōpai 

Distribution Centre 
Hamilton | Kirikiriroa

Patient 
Transfer

Pressure 
Care

Hygiene

Medical 
Devices

Beds and 
Furniture

Care Wheel
Our Care Wheel model helps 

us keep people at the centre of 
everything we do by focusing on 

equitable health outcomes. 



Signature Care Beds
Introducing our range of premium care beds and bedside tables – all equipped with a comprehensive 
range of features that adapt to suit every care environment. We are proud to partner with Stiegelmeyer 
to bring the very best modern care bed available – the Elvido. Choose from various head and 
footboards with numerous finishes for a care bed that suits any room design perfectly. 

Our beds’ technical features and high-quality as well as stable designs offer you consistency  
and planning security.

Basano  
Ultra Low Care Bed
Stay safely and comfortably close to the floor.

See more info on page 5.

Stiegelmeyer 
beautifully designed 

bedsite cabinets 
compliment low-height 

beds such as  
the Elvido.

Elvido Care Bed  
The Elvido has been designed to promote freedom, 
good health and long-term independence of 
residents. Safety and comfort are paramount and 
met equally with the feel of European luxury. 

See more info on the following page.
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Find out more here:

Also available 
with a night 

time handset

The Elvido care bed series strives with every detail 
to relieve the burden on the nursing staff and 
improve the quality of life for the residents. 
The focus is on digital innovations such as the 
new out-of-bed systems and a modular design 
that transforms every single bed into a tailor-made 
dream bed. The Elvido range of fully electric low-
height beds promotes protection, mobilisation and 
comfort, without restricting freedom.

Features & Benefits
• VARIO SAFE - The best system for 

adjustable care beds. The Vario Safe 
system is the ideal option if you want 
to equip your Elvido bed with split 
safety sides or side panels.

• With Vario Safe, all the bed surround elements can be 
removed and replaced without the use of tools. This is 
made possible by patented fasteners.

• RELIEF - Nursing staff are supported with intuitive 
operation, easy mobility and an ergonomic working height.

• OUT-OF-BED - Two variants to choose from for quick 
support of residents who are at risk of falling. The fixed 
system OOB Smart and the mobile system OOB Flex.

• EASY CLICK - The new generation of the Elvido series 
comes with the intelligent Easy-Click system as standard. 
The bars can be “clicked” onto  
pre-assembled brackets without tools. This makes 
it easier to set up and clean the bed.

• Combinable divided safety sides for unhindered entry 
and exit selectable

• Standard manual switch with lighting at night

• Digitization with simple operation and high benefit

• Safe working load of at least 225kg

Specifications
External Dimensions approx. 100.3 x 211cm

Mattress base (mattress dimensions) 90 x 200cm or 
100 x 200cm

Mattress base division 
(back/seat/thigh/lower leg) approx.

85 / 15 / 40 / 60cm

Backrest length compensation approx. 10cm

Safe working load 225kg

Ground clearance 15cm

Total weight approx. 140kg

Heigh adjustment Approx 25 - 80cm

A range of attractive fabrics and faux leather are available 
for the Nobla head/footboards and the Vario Safe side panels.

Elvido Care Bed Series

Low-height 
bed



The ultra-low Basano bed allows residents to 
stay safely and comfortably close to the floor and 
the caregiver the full support of a modern care 
bed. With the intelligent Easy-Click system, the 
side rails can be “clicked” onto pre-assembled 
brackets without tools and removed again at any 
time. This makes it easier to set up and clean the 
bed. The LCD handset controls the bed with just 3 
buttons and offers customized operating levels for 
caregivers, residents and technical staff.

Features & Benefits
• Height adjustment range: approx. 15-80 cm

• High safe working load of 225kg

• All functions can be controlled with a handset

• Choice of full-length and combined safety side rails

• Both safety sides with Easy Click system requiring 
no tools for fitting

• Simple castor braking in pairs with easily accessible 
brake pedals

• Integrated bed extension for tall residents

• Homelike appearance thanks to attractive headboards 

and footboards and wood decors

Specifications
External Dimensions approx. 101.6 x 236.5cm

External dimensions with extended bed 
extension approx. 

101.6 × 254.5cm

Mattress base (mattress dimensions) 87 x 200cm

Mattress base division 
(back/seat/thigh/lower leg) approx.

72 / 25 / 33 / 54cm

Backrest length compensation approx. 8cm

Safe working load 225kg

Ground clearance 15cm

Total weight approx. 130kg

Basano Ultra Low 
Care Bed

Find out more here:

Available in a range of finishes.
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With it’s impressive low height of 110mm, injury to 
the resident can be significantly reduced or avoided 
in the event of a fall from the FL250 Floorline bed, 
therefore reducing the need for side-rails.

We can customise as required to incorporate your 
choice of material, colour, finish, size or shape and 
match any interior design specifications

Features & Benefits
• Under Bed Clearance – While the FL250 achieves a 

low height of 110mm, full clearance under the bed is still 
maintained, minimising the risk of foot or cord impingement.

• SmartDescent™ Automatically slows descent speed over 
the final 300mm of lowering to the floor level, allowing 
possible impingements to be identified and moved.

• Hidden Bed Mechanisms: The bed mechanisms are 
attached under the platform and are not visible. This helps 
the room feel less clinical.

• Low Height 11cm: Adding a 15cm mattress gives you a total 
height below 30cm thus significantly reducing out-of-bed 
fall injury risks.

• Auto-Regression on back & knee rests: Reduces skin shear 
forces during operation thus improving clinical outcomes 
and reducing the need for expensive mattress solutions.

• High SWL 250kg & base-extension to 100 & 200mm: 
The same bed platform can meet a wider profile of residents.

• BrakeFirst™ Automatic Safety Brake Activation at lowest 
height: Reduces the risk of injury during bed exit in the 
morning as the bed will lock when at its lowest height.

• Single Button Seat Position: Easy transfer of weight from 
lower back to bottom for pressure-care and seated 
positioning also helps improves lung function for resident.

• ExitSafe™ Single Button Ingress/Exit height: Your staff don’t 
have to think about what height to set the bed. Via one 
button the vast majority of needs are met.

• Attendant Control Panel – Allows the caregiver to lock out 
certain functions and also ensures bed operation is not 
just restricted to the handset.

FL250 Floorline Bed

Find out more here:

• Grey Colour Scheme & Narrow-profile frame.

• Underbed light standard.

• Rubber & Nylon castors.

• King Single Extension Kit.

• The FL250 Bed incorporates a sophisticated range of 
finishing options.

Specifications
Single King Single

Total length 200cm 200cm

Total Width 90cm 107cm

Safe Working Load 250kg 250kg

Electric Leg False False



Pressure Relieving  
Mattresses
Care of Sweden is the world leader in pressure care treatment and 
prevention mattresses. We can support you with a range of options from 
static to active air mattresses that eliminate the worry over pressure injuries. 

Optimal Cura
Preventative mattress replacement  

with good pressure equalization

Curocell AREA Zone
Functional mattress replacement  

system with self-adjusting technology 

3Year
Warranty

3Year
Warranty

2
Category
Pressure  

Relief

1
Category
Pressure  

Relief

3
Category
Pressure  

Relief

5Year
Warranty

4
Category
Pressure  

Relief

Optimal 5zon
The complete mattress for  
pressure ulcer prevention

Curocell IQ Range
A fully automated and flexible  

alternating pressure mattress, this 
means it automatically adjusts to users 

needs and delivers the pulsation 
therapy specific to their needs.

Automatic Pulsation 
Mattress System

3Year
Warranty
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Questions CURA 5ZON AREA ZONE CX IQ CIRRUS IQ 

USE/CLIENT

Prevention Recom. Recom. Recom.

Treatment Recom. Recom. Recom.

Wound Cat 1, 2, 3 and 4 2 2 3 4 4

Active/Dependant Client Active Active Active Active/Dependant Active/Dependant

MATTRESS FEATURES

Mattress System 
Foam  
Mattress

Foam  
Mattress

Hybrid  
Mattress

Air  
Mattress

Hyrbid  
Mattress 

Safe Working Load 130kg 180kg 230kg 200kg 230kg

Widths 
85,105, 
1200cm

85,105, 
1200cm

85,105, 
1200cm

85,105, 
1200cm

85,105, 
1200cm

Heights 13cm 14cm 18cm
10,15, 
16,20cms

21cm

Cell Cycle 10mins 10mins 

CONTROL UNIT FEATURES

Control Unit Required No Control Unit No Control Unit No Control Unit Control Unit Control Unit 

Static or Alternating Static Static Static Dynamic Dynamic

Pulsation Mode Yes Yes

CLP and Air Alternating  
Mode

No No 

Cycle Time Adjustment No No 

Auto Control Unit  or  
Manual Control Unit Adj.

No Control Unit No Control Unit No Control Unit Auto Auto

Pack and Go Yes Yes

Battery Backup

WARRANTY

Life Cycle 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years

Interchangeable control units



Luxury Recliners 
Meet the new standard in the recliner chair market, the Suspend recliner offers long 
term comfort fitted with the latest foam and suspension technology. The gapless 
footrest, ergonomic shape, and ease of cleaning are what sets the Suspend apart  
from other chairs. 

A sleek modern design that includes clean and uninterrupted surfaces for optimal 
infection control. The Suspend Series includes 16 versions. Each version has a unique 
recliner mechanism – tailored to meet the needs of each user.

Aspire Altitude 
Vertical Lift 

Chair

Aspire Cove 
Recliner

Suspend Recliner

The Suspend 
Series includes 

16 versions.

Cocoon Lift Recliner
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Cocoon Lift Recliner
Exquisitely soft



Active Healthcare is proud to offer Guldmann systems 
exclusively in New Zealand and in this specialist field, 
experience really counts. We’ve been supplying and installing 
ceiling hoist and track systems for more than 20 years, 
making us one of the most experienced suppliers of ceiling 
hoist systems in New Zealand.   

Everything you need for effective lifting and moving is always 
in place, charged  and ready to use as soon as it’s needed.

The result - more time for care that really counts.

Ceiling Hoists
Guldmann ceiling hoists have established an exceptional 
reputation for quality equipment that makes the caregivers 
job easier. Investing in the right ceiling hoist solutions will 
deliver long-term results for your facility. Select Guldmann 
for the complete solution that supports all lifting and 
moving needs.

3Year
Warranty
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“Guldmann slings are designed  
with a focus on comfort, dignity and 

ease of use, and can be used with 
both ceiling hoists and mobile lifters. 

Guldmann’s comprehensive range 
features slings for many different care 
tasks ranging from lifting, positioning 
and moving to training, mobilisation  

and activation”
Guldmann Portable Lifting 

with GH1 F

We also install  
Guldmann Recessed  

Rail Systems – Mono Rail  
and Room Covering

The system blends perfectly  
into any room and is almost  

invisible when not in use



Mobile Patient Transfers 
(sit-to-stand)

Aspire  
Star Mover

ActivLift 180

Salsa 200
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Falls Solutions

Raizer Lifting Chair 
State of the art mobile 

lifting chair

Elsi Smart Floor

Reduce falls and improve 
safety with this state-of-the-art 
intelligent flooring solution. 
The Elsi Monitoring System is 
a one-of-a-kind proven way 
to optimises patient safety by 
providing security and reliability 
when you need it most. 

Technology feature



Auckland
Tauranga
Hamilton

Wellington
Nelson

Christchurch
Invercargill

Freecall 0800 336 339
sales@activehealthcare.co.nz

activehealthcare.co.nz


